We present first results from our efforts in automatically increasing and adapting phonetic dictionaries for sponta neous speech recognition. Spontaneous speech adds a vari ety of phenomena to a speech recognition task: false starts
INTRODUCTION
The phonetic dictionary is one of the main knowledge sources for a speech recognizer, to lead it to valid hypotheses in the recognition process. Still it is often regarded as being less important as acoustic or language modeling.
In continuous speech recognizers researchers often use the "correct" pronunciation of a word, as it can be found in a lexicon. But 1.11is "correct" prouunciation doesn't have to be the most frequent variant for a given task (e.g. in spon taneous speech), nor does it necessarily yield the best recog nition performance, given the· current acoustic modeling. If the phonetic transcription� in the dictionary don't match the actual occurrences in the database, the phonetic units will be contaminated during the training with inadequate acoustics. This will degrade the overall performance of the recognizer.
State-of-the-art speech recognition systems (e.g. [8, 7] ) start to put more and more effort into creati ng adequate dictionaries with alternative pronunciations and function 453 words, which can also model interword effects such as COa.I ticulation between words. This is usually done either by modifying the dictionary by hand or applying phonological rules to a given dictionary.
Hand tuning and modifying the dictionary requires an expert. It is time consuming and labor intensive, especially if a lot of new words need to be added, e.g. when the task is still growing, or the system is adapted to a new task. Adding dictionary entries by hand doesn't aim at increasing the overall system performance. Furthermore it is error prone -all kind of errors can be introduced when modifying phonetic dictionaries by hand:
• with increasing number of basic phonetic units (usu ally between 40 and 100) and number of entries in the dictionary, it gets more and more difficult to use the phonetic units consistently across dictionary entries.
• experts tend to use the "correct" phonetic transcription of a word (as it could be found in al cxieon) -this isn't necessarily the most frequent or even the most likely transcription for a given task.
• alternative pronunciations can be very different from the "correct" pronunciation. In spontaneous speech and in dialects a lot of alternative pronunciations are used which are not always easy to predict.
• as it is hard to say which variants are statistically rele vant for a given task, the maintainer of the dictionary can easily miss a relevant form.
Therefore we propose a data-driven approach to improve existing dictionaries and automatica.lJ y add new variants whenever needed. This algorithm should:
• nse a performance driven optimization of the phonetic entries in the dictionary rather than a "canonical" form of a word.
• use the underlying phonetic modeling to generate accu rate and consistent entries in the phonetic dictionary.
• generate pronunciation variants, only if they are sta.
tistica.lJy relevant.
• lead to a lower phoneme confusability after retraining.
In our experiments we showed that even using a simple algorithm to extract candidates for phonetic variants yields a. significant increas e in recognition performance. More so phisticated algorithms yield even better performances.
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DICTIONARY LEARNING
We will give an outline of two algorithms for Dictionary Learning. The first algorithm aims at improving the recog nition performance of a given speech recognizer without retraining; the second algorithm is aiming at optimizing the dictionary for retraining, so that contaminated phonetic units will get more accurate training.
Dictionary Learning can also be used to add new words to the dictionary -this is clearly less work than adding them by hand. Getting a good initial estimate for the pronuncia tions of infrequent words is a separate problem. This can be achieved by online input of extra samples for these words.
This extra input can then be used for estimating the pro nunciation (but not for training the acoustic models). Once there are enough samples for a word in the database, the pronunciations should be build on those samples only.
Applying Dictionary Learning whenever a larger amount of new data is added to the database will also help to keep the dictionary consistent.
2.1.
Outline of Algorithm A
We modified a pre-trained speech recognizer for the given task to run as a phoneme recognizer with smoothed phoneme-bigrams (e.g. based on our JANUS speech recog nition engine [4, 5, 6 ] in context independent model). Using this setup, Dictionary Learning can be performed by the following algorithm: 
Results of Algorithm A
For the experiments reported here we used the hybrid LVQ/HMM recognizer of· JANUS [6] , using 69 context independent1 phoneme models (including noise models [2] ) as a baseline system. We used a subtask of the German Spont an eous Scheduling Task (GSST), with a training set lOur currently best spontaneous speech recognizer on GSST (PP 70, approx. 2000 word dictionary) uses context dependent phoneme models and performs at a word accuracy of about 70%.
of 1967 distinct words and a test set of 496 distinct words.
In the experiments Al and A2 we carried out all the steps described in the previous section.
The following 4 examples show alternative pronunciations which were found by the algortihm. The pronunciations which are printed in bold face are the ones which were all ready in the dictionary. Cvariants with confusing phonemes were rejected Table 1 . Recognition results using Dictionary Learning Table 1 summarizes the results and their comparison with the baseline system that doesn't use alternative pronunci-ations. In the first experiment (AI) we generated alter native pronunciations which don't result in homophones in the dictionary. In the second experiment (A2) we addition ally used the phoneme confusion matrix to reject variants which differ onlly in phonemes which are confusable to the recognizer.
Adding alternative pronunciations which were generated by Dictionary Learning gave a significant improvement in performance.
I occurrences pronunciations Table 2 . Pronunciation Candidates for" nicht" Table 2 shows an example of variants which differ only in highly confusable phonemes. Inconsistencies in the original dictionary can lead to such confusion pairs.
In the next section we will show how retraining the recognizer witlli the new dictionary improves the overall performance and the discrimination between confusable phonemes.
2.3.

Outline of Algorithm B
For retraining the recognizer using the new dictionary with alternate pronunciations, the following steps have to be per formed additionally:
1-5 same as in algorithm A 6. retrain the spontaneous speech recognizer, allowing the use of multiple pronunciations during training. This leads to more accurate training data for the phonetic units and to a better discrimination of the phonetic units 7. optional step: corrective training of pronunciations of a word which only differ in highly confusable phonemes (e.g. variants M I CH T and N I CH T of the German word "nicht" are trained discriminatively, as they only differ in the highly confusable phonemes Nand M). 8. test with t.he resulting recognizer and the modified dic tionary
Step 7 aims at additionally performing discrimina tive phoneme training between pairs of highly confusable phonemes and can be performed optionally.
2.4.
Results of Algorithm B For the second set of experiments we used a slightly im proved baseline system, which used another LDA transfor mation. Table 3 summarizes the results after re-training and the comparison with the baseline system that doesn't use al ternativc pronunciations. In the first experiment (Bl) we generated alternative pronunciations as in experiment A2. In the second experiment (B2) we additionally used dis criminative phoneme training to increase the discrimination between confusable phonemes.
I dictionary used " WA error reduction I baseline system" I 61. Table 3 . Re cognition re sults afte r re-training
Retraining the speech recognizer with the new dictionary improved the overall recognition performance; additional discriminative phoneme training gave further improvements in recognition performance.
3.
CURRENT WORK
We are currently working on evaluating our algorithm on other tasks, such as Wall Street Journal (WSJ) and English Spontaneous Scheduling Task (ESST).
CONCLUSIONS
We have pointed out that adding or modifying phonetic variants by hand is an error prone and labor intensive pro cedure. We gave the outline of a data-driven algorithm for Dictionary Learning which enables us to automatically gen erate new entries to a phonetic dictionary in a way that all entries are consistent with the underlying phonetic model ing. By our experiments we have shown that our algorithm for adapting and adding phonetic transcriptions to a dic tionary improves the overall recognition performance of a speech recognizer.
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